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&lt;/lyrics&gt;

==Romanized Japanese==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
hoshi ga ochitara asa moya ni kawatte
kinoumade no NOIZU mo kieru no kana?

tsuka no ma no yasashii kaze furi sosogu komorebi ga
iroase takono keshiki ni nukumori wo kurerukara
boku wa mata hashiridaseru omoi wa todoku

kanashikute naite mo kurushikute samayotte mo
soko ni aru kimi dake no kagayaki wo shinjite
ame odoru daichi ni tachi komeru kiri no you na
kono hoshi de kurikaesu subete no meguri ai ga
fushigi na chikara de kiseki e to kawaru

fukai itami wa kono ryoute ni karami
ate ni naranai chizu wo hiraitari shita

yakusoku no basho wa ima mo wasureru hazu ga nakute
uta wo kanaderu tori nara kitto tsutaetekureru
dakara ima shinjirareru negai wa kanau

itoshi sa ni tsutsumare setsunakute make sou demo
atarashii mirai e to akogare wo idakou
sabishi ge na me wo shita ano hibi mo imi ga atte
hateshinai sono yume ga tsuyosa e to kawatteku
tsubasa wo hirogete ano sora wo mezase

kanashikute naite mo kurushikute samayotte mo
soko ni aru kimi dake no kagayaki wo shinjite
ame odoru daichi ni tachi komeru kiri no you na
kono hoshi de kurikaesu subete no meguri ai ga



fushigi na chikara de kiseki e to kawaru
&lt;/lyrics&gt;

==English Translation==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
What if the stars fell, turning into morning mist,
And all the noise of yesterday just disappeared?

A short, soft breeze; rain pouring as the sun shines through the trees,
This scenery has faded, its warmth has gone away, and so
I break into a run again, I'm heading for my dreams!

Though you cry when you're sad, and wander when you're hurting
When there's no one else around, believe in that radiance
As rain dances on the earth, like a shroud of mist,
This planet revolves, and everything comes back around
A mysterious power is working a miracle

Wholeheartedly taking on deep pain,
I unfolded a map that I can't trust

Even now, I can't forget the promised place
The birds who sing their songs keep reminding me
So now that I believe, my wish will come true!

Wrapped in affection, even through this painful loss
I'll hold tight to my dream of a new future
Those days when I looked lonely have their meaning
But that unbounded dream turns them into strength
Spreading my wings, I'll aim into the sky

Though you cry when you're sad, and wander when you're hurting
When there's no one else around, believe in that radiance
As rain dances on the earth, like a shroud of mist,
This planet revolves, and everything comes back around
A mysterious power is working a miracle
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